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Greetings! 

A group of Masters would like to speak to you today, and share with you current 

upgrades taking place in different aspects of your lives. 

First, let us speak of Astrology and Numerology.  How many in this room 

practice these sciences? (Several hands were raised) 

Planet Earth is currently being bathed in the energies of several new planetary 

bodies; not new in existence, but new in terms of their energetic influence on your 

planet.   

You may recall that, at an earlier session, we had mentioned that though Earth 

Astrology is based on the effects of the various planets of the Solar System, the 

Sun and the Moon on you; the human race was now being influenced by the 

energies of over 30 planetary bodies.  We had therefore stated that Astrology as a 

science was not inaccurate, but simply incomplete. 

This figure has now increased.  You are currently being affected by over 100 such 

planetary bodies.  Not only this, but individual humans are drawing to the self, 

differing energetic combinations of these planets. 

 



We therefore say to all practitioners, do not fear that you now cannot work 

accurately any longer.  Not at all.  But you must acknowledge the existence of 

these new energies, and use your skill and intuition to harness the extra 

information now necessary for your clients.  You must also be able to connect with 

the clients’ energy to a much higher degree than before.  His own higher energies 

will guide you appropriately. 

Do not hold back out of fear.  Just rise effortlessly to the next level of intensive 

work, and enjoy your expansion of knowledge and wisdom through the process. 

We suggest you first experiment with the self.  Study your own charts afresh.  

Determine the influences of the new, yet unknown planets on the self. Find out 

how you have evolved.  You may be pleasantly surprised, astonished and even 

shocked at your own growth. 

A hint to help you.  Most of your clients’ expanded energies will have increased 

10-fold or more, from the last time you interacted with them.  Do not view them as 

you did in the past, out of ‘habit’.  Probe to discover the shifts and the expansion. 

Friends, this naturally applies to all of you.  Please be aware of this when you next 

go to consult an astrologer or a chart-reader of any kind.  Understand that the 

practitioner may or may not be tuning into the new energies.  Therefore please use 

discernment.   

Never give your power away to anyone else.  You are the final arbiter of your 

chart.  Nothing is now ‘set in stone’.  Definitive predictions rarely hold good 

anymore.  Everything can be adjusted or changed, if you choose to touch your 

power and do so.   

Numerology is also upgrading in a similar manner.  The frequency of numbers is 

now upgrading very rapidly.  Many of you have studied the significance of each 

number.  This core essence will not change.  But it now signifies much more than 

just that. 

Let us ask you to give us a basic explanation of any one number. 

The number seven. 

To go within, and to be intuitive. 



A Christ conscious number. 

It has stateliness. It believes in spiritual advancement. 

Yes, all of this still exists.  But it now is a very pro-active number.  It would 

therefore be an ideal number to meditate upon, or use, if you want to energize the 

self into action.  It would help you, for example, drum up new business; get new 

clients, or to motivate the self to do something necessary for the self. 

To fight court cases? 

Yes indeed!  The number 7 has also recently added a new energetic frequency to 

planet Earth.  It is the predominant number of a distant star system (but not the 7 

sisters).  This star system is extremely dynamic: it generates energies, in the form 

of fuel, for itself and for all in its vicinity. 

If you now meditate upon the number 7, you will find all frequencies, in all aspects 

of your life, increasing exponentially. 

What about compound numbers? 

These would influence you in their individuated frequencies, as well as the sum of 

all the numbers. 

To sum up, you must now know that your astrological and numerological charts 

are now still influencing you, but you are the Masters of your chart, and therefore 

your life course.  Do not stay bound by all that has been said to you in the past. 

What of Tarot? 

The same holds good of Tarot.  It is now ineffectual, unless the practitioner is 

energized and highly intuitive.  The cards and their interpretations are only the 

diving board; the practitioner must plunge off it, into the pool of the client’s 

energies. 

YOU ARE BLESSED AND EMBRACED BY THE ENERGIES OF THE 

MEHER BABA. 

(Laughing) Yes, I am a great Astrologer and Universal Numerologist!  Blessings! 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 



Greetings! 

Let us speak of World Finance and Business.  Major changes have already 

begun, in preparation for 2015. 

On a personal level, many will change jobs during the next year.  Many will feel 

an inner urge to either change corporations, or even their line of business 

completely.  A hard-core businessman, for instance, may choose to move into a 

creative field, such as Interior Design. 

Others will remain in the same job and position, but will feel impelled to re-

evaluate their relationship with their mode of functioning, the way they deal with 

other employees and their approach to the work itself. 

There are going to be conflicts between bosses and employees, which will result in 

the re-structuring of the organization itself.  We urge you not to resist this, or to 

regret what happens.  If, for example, you suddenly find yourself made redundant, 

or asked to shift to another department, do not repine; instead embrace the change, 

and make space for the new opportunities that are now at your doorstep. 

You may even get the urge to leave a secure and stable job; one which is a familiar 

comfort-zone. If this happens, follow your instinct.  Something new and exciting 

awaits you. 

These shake-ups are extremely necessary.  When a game of chess ends, the board 

has to be swept clean of the chess-pieces.  Old moves have to be erased.  And only 

then can a fresh game begin. 

But no matter whether or not you stay or leave an existing job, you will find that 

during 2015 you will be strongly urged to re-evaluate your interaction with all staff 

members and your approach to the business itself.  If you try to follow your old 

patterns, the business will not function.  In some cases, mere tweaks will suffice; 

and in other areas, major shifts will have to be initiated.  But change is inevitable. 

This is because the entire energy of business, finance and commerce is scheduled 

to be re-structured worldwide, during 2015.  

Many companies are going to be shaken up completely.  Financial scams are going 

to be exposed to a degree that has never before happened.  Transparency is now the 



order of the day.  Certain rock-solid mega-corporations are going to totter.  Other 

tiny companies are going to suddenly emerge as forces to be reckoned with.  

On a personal basis, we ask you not to sit back and be complacent.  Once again, 

review your portfolios.  By all means, ask the advice of experts; but you cannot 

just ‘leave it all to them’ to manage.  Use your knowledge, coupled with your 

intuition.  If any investment makes you uncomfortable, demand of your financial 

manager that it be re-invested elsewhere.  

Please note that your management of the home and your family also comes 

under the heading of ‘business re-construction’.  Please review the way you 

interact with family members and domestic staff.  Re-examine how you ‘run the 

house’.  Make necessary adjustments.  Back off in certain areas, and assert your 

authority in others.  Take charge. 

The worldwide money market is improving; but there will be periodic dips and 

corrections that need to take place.  Do not panic.  Get in tune with your money, 

live in fullness and abundance, and weather the fluctuations. 

There are many sitting in this room who prefer to disengage from finance.  Many 

just ‘leave it to their husbands’.  Please learn, during 2015, to be more pro-active 

with your family finances.  Find out where you money is invested.  Offer 

suggestions. Periodically review the family wealth with your husband, your 

children and your broker.  Get involved. 

BLESSINGS FROM THE ENERGIES OF SOUL YOU KNEW OF AS THE 

NANI PALKHIWALA. 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

2015 will, in many ways, be the year of Feminine Empowerment.  (Smiling) The 

men in this room are not excluded: this applies to the feminine aspects of both men 

and women.    

The collective consciousness of Planet Earth has reached a level wherein it is ready 

to empower the feminine aspects of the human race, animals, plants, minerals and 

so on. 



For this to take place, debris must first rise to the surface.  The pus from the wound 

must surface before the wound can begin to heal. So yes, dear friends, you will 

hear of many abusive situations that will make you angry, upset and indignant.  As 

it should.  Atrocities will surface, particularly in Middle Eastern countries, as well 

as in other areas in which women are repeatedly demeaned. 

We ask you to add your lightworker power to this process.  When you hear of 

them, or come across them in your own lives, work on them at two levels.   

Energetically do what you must.  Bless them, heal them, offer them light, and send 

them the energy of empowerment. 

But we ask you to work at the physical level as well.  Help stand up for women.  

And do it for the woman who you are.  When you stand up for your personal 

rights, and flow with feminine power and creativity, you are also energetically 

affecting other women with your issue. 

So if you have repeatedly played victim to a controlling husband or a tyrant 

mother-in-law, this is the time to touch your power and stand up for your rights.  If 

you do so, you will be supported by the energies of 2015, which facilitate this. 

Examine the self very honestly, and ask yourself “Where do I suppress my 

womanhood?  Where do I suppress my creative flow, my femininity, my inherent 

power?”  And choose to change this.  Should you choose to ignore this, your 

victimhood will expand exponentially during the next year. 

Help yourself, help other women, and please help men touch their feelings, 

emotions, creativity and their very present feminine energies as well.   

We suggest you make a commitment to help empower three women during the 

first three months of the coming year.  This could be as simple as helping your 

maid feel more empowered by helping her stand up to an oppressive husband, or 

urging her to invest some money in her own name, or take up some course of 

study. Perhaps you could help a poor woman get a job, so that she starts to feel 

more productive and worthwhile.  Counsel a friend. Do it in any way you feel 

appropriate. 



Dear friends, the most resistant group to this rise of Feminine Power are going to 

be the menfolk.  Many men, next year, are going to find themselves touching their 

feminine qualiies very strongly.  Due to years of suppression, this may come out in 

imbalanced ways at first.  Many men will feel very emotional, sensitive and 

fragile.  Those who are accustomed to a lifetime of suppressing their feelings 

and playing the ‘tough guy’ will find this very threatening, and will misinterpret 

it as weakness and loss of control.   

They will begin to doubt themselves and their abilities, and will once again, by 

default, try to suppress this, which will only make things worse.  Please be there to 

help them through this process, till they find a balance.  Help them understand that 

self-expression and touching emotion is healthy, natural and normal. 

I have a friend who has made it her mission to help women by working towards 

changing the burkha system.  She wants to first help them change to lighter colours 

like pink, after which she wants to help them shed the same. 

Do you see how she is working, in her own way, to help women empower the self?  

Let us discuss the Burkha for a moment.  This is energetically representative of the 

suppression of women’s talents, attributes, personality and femininity. 

But before you so easily condemn it, you must know that women who wear the 

burkha do this energetically for all women worldwide who wish to hide from 

themselves and from the world at large. 

So, even if you don’t wear a burkha, remember that all of you have your own 

subtle ways of hiding from the self.  And this can be even more dangerous.  But if 

you start touching your power and displaying to the world your feminine 

magnificence, the percentage of burkha-clad women will automatically reduce. 

BLESSINGS FROM THE ENERGIES OF THE MOTHER THERESA. 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

2015 is also going to be a magnificent year for the spreading of Universal 

Consciousness.  The human race is finally ready to open to it; grudgingly at first. 

This has naturally being flowing in for eons.  But next year, you will find your 

task, as living Lightworkers who spread this knowledge, much easier. 



Many who have been very blocked and resistant in the past will suddenly open to 

your knowledge.  Those who laughed at you, and scorned you for your ‘outlandish 

beliefs’, will slowly start opening up to the possibility that you may have a point. 

Use your skill.  Do not flood them with useless information, or they will get 

resistant again.  Offer them, instead, little enticing tidbits of information, so that 

you whet their appetites. 

Be careful not to get caught in your own traps; those of rigid religious practices 

and outdated belief structures.  Start from today.  View your Masters in a new and 

expanded way.  Many continue to see and communicate with their Masters in a 

very comfortable, familiar but limited way. 

Go into their energies, and demand that they reveal themselves to you from a much 

higher frequency.  Start playing with pure colour, vibration and sound; instead of 

limiting mental images of their human form.  Don’t limit the flow of Universal 

consciousness. 

If you are still comfortable with an earthly picture or statue, use it.  But use it as a 

doorway.  Step through it, into the vastness that is the Master energy. 

You must now also familiarize yourselves with your own higher souls.  These are 

much vaster than you know. 

BLESSINGS, LOVE AND LIGHT FROM THE ST. GERMAIN. 

 

                                      ****************************** 


